The purpose of this contribution is to give sufficient conditions for the existence of global solutions or left semi-global solutions for some classes of delayed functional differential equations. The principle of monotone sequences is used as a main tool of investigation. Inequalities for coordinates of global solutions are derived as a consequence of used method. Examples illustrate the results.  2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Many recent papers are devoted to the investigation of asymptotic properties of solutions of delayed functional differential equations for t → +∞ (let us cite, at least the papers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 11 ] and the book [10] ). Often such investigations are in a sense local since the corresponding properties of the solutions are stated "only" on a neighborhood of the point +∞. The essential fact that the solution of the initial problem for delayed functional differential equation is (under known conditions) continuable to the right is frequently employed. Backward continuation is not a trivial fact and we have no general theorem for it. The purpose of the present contribution is to give sufficient conditions guaranteeing the existence of solutions of delay equations on the whole interval ]−∞, +∞[. This gives a potential possibility to investigate global properties of solutions. The method used give possibility together with the statement of existence of global solutions to derive directly inequalities for their coordinates. This is underlined in formulation of results. Our main result is valid on the whole interval R. Nevertheless, the analysis of the proof allows to conclude that the results remain valid if the interval R is replaced by R t 0 := ]−∞, t 0 ] with some t 0 ∈ R. Corresponding statement for this case is formulated, too. As a consequence of used method, we derive inequalities for global solutions. The general results are applied to more concrete systems and equations.
Global solutions via monotone sequences
In this section, some results about the existence of global solutions of delayed systems of differential equations are given. With R n 0 (R n >0 ), we denote the set of all component-wise nonnegative (positive) vectors
be the Banach space of the continuous functions from the interval [a, b] into R n equipped with the supremum norm | · |. In the case a = −r < 0, b = 0, we shall denote this space as C r , that is, C r := C([−r, 0], R n ) and put
Let us consider a retarded functional differential equatioṅ
where f : Ω → R n , Ω ⊆ R × C r is a continuous quasi-bounded map which satisfies a local Lipschitz condition with respect to the second argument. Without concrete specification of the shape of the domain Ω we will suppose that the used operations concerning the mapping f are well defined. These assumptions are supposed throughout the paper. We assume that the derivatives in the system (2.1) are at least right-sided. In accordance with [12] , a function y is said to be a solution of system (2.1)
∈ Ω for t ∈ [σ, σ + A[, and y satisfies (2.1) on [σ, σ + A[. In view of the above conditions, each element (σ, ϕ) ∈ Ω determines a unique noncontinuable solution y(σ, ϕ) of the system (2.1) through (σ, ϕ) ∈ Ω on its maximal existence interval. This solution depends continuously on the initial data [9] . We say that a continuously differentiable function y : R → R n is a global solution of (2.1) if it satisfies (2.1) on R. Similarly, we say, a continuously differentiable function y : R t 0 → R n is a left semi-global solution of (2.1) if it satisfies (2.1) on R t 0 .
Existence of global solutions
, let us consider two systems of integro-functional inequalities
, where
for i = 1, . . . , n, t ∈ T , t * ∈ T , and λ ∈ C(T , R n ). We set I :
With the aid of "starting" functions λ 1 , λ 2 satisfying (2.2), (2.3), we will construct monotone sequences of functions generated by means of the operator
where
We set
Theorem 2.1 (Main result)
. Let t * ∈ R be fixed. Moreover, we assume:
(ii) There are k ∈ R n >0 and functions λ 1 , λ 2 ∈ C(R, R n ), which are bounded on every interval ]−∞, θ], θ ∈ R, and which satisfy λ 1 (t) λ 2 (t) and the inequalities (2.2),
Then there exists a global solution y : R → R n of (2.1) satisfying y(t * ) = k and
Proof. Let θ t * . We introduce the Banach space
of the continuous bounded functions from ]−∞, θ] into R n equipped with the supremum norm. Further, we introduce the normal order cone
Let
Obviously, by (ii), µ θ,1 µ θ,2 , and by (2.2) and (2.3), we find
The conditions (ii), (iii) imply
If we had the complete continuity of T θ , then we would directly obtain the existence of limit functions λ θ , λ θ ∈ L θ of the sequences (T m θ µ θ,1 ) m∈N and (T m θ µ θ,2 ) m∈N , respectively, and we had
Unfortunately, we cannot show the complete continuity of T θ , since the usual argumentation via the theorem of Arzela and Ascoli does not work because of the noncompactness of the time interval.
So, in order to show (2.8), we first remark that we can define λ θ , λ θ : ]−∞, θ] → R n as the point-wise limits
The limits exists because the sequences are monotonous and bounded. Now we note, that λ θ , λ θ are continuous due to condition (2.5). Really, take arbitrary positive ε and let δ < ε/K. Take arbitrary t, t ∈ R ]−∞,θ] with |t − t | < δ. Moreover, take the number m so large that
Then, by condition (i),
The continuity of λ θ can be shown by analogy. Let us remark that, supposing t * θ , we have (due to condition (i) and the fact that functional f is the functional of a delayed type)
for any Θ θ and λ ∈ L Θ . Then
Now we prove that λ (as well as λ if the next steps will be modified) satisfies 
as well as Using the Lagrange's theorem and (2.12)-(2.14), we find
and
This inequality together with (2.16) leads to
Now it becomes clear that, taking limit m → ∞ in the relation
we get
Really, since the difference between the right-hand sides can be estimated (with the aid of (2.14), (2.15) and (2.17)) as
, and can be made sufficiently small. Due to uniform convergence in (2.9) the difference between left-hand sides can be made sufficiently small, too. This construction can be repeated for arbitrary t ∈ ]−∞, ∞[. So, we conclude that λ satisfies (2.11) on ]−∞, ∞[. Consequently, the function 
on ]−∞, ∞[. We have n = 2, r = 2 and the corresponding operator
(T θ λ)(t) = (T θ1 λ)(t), (T θ2 λ)(t)
is defined as for t ∈ ]t * , ∞[, i = 1, 2.
Left semi-global solutions
It is easy to see that Theorem 2.1 can be reformulated for the case of an interval ]−∞, t 0 ] with t 0 ∈ R.
Theorem 2.3. Let us suppose that:
(i) For any M 0 there exists a constant K, with
for any t, t ∈ ]−∞, t 0 ], and any function
we have
T t 0 Λ 1 T t 0 Λ 2 .
Then there exists a left semi-global solution
The proof is omitted since it copies the corresponding parts of the proof of Theorem 2.1 with fixed θ := t 0 .
Global and left semi-global solutions-a generalization
Let us underline one possible generalization of results obtained via monotone sequences. The operator I T , defined by (2.4) can be redefined in a more general form. Namely, for every its coordinate I i T , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the particular moment t i * can be used instead of the common value t * . Then we redefine
. . , t n * ) ∈ T n , and λ ∈ C(T , R n ). Suppose that in the inequalities (2.2), (2.3) this redefinition is used. The following result generalizes Theorem 2.1. We can prove it by the same scheme. Therefore its proof is omitted. Theorem 2.4. We fix t * = (t 1 * , . . . , t n * ) ∈ T n . Moreover, we assume:
, and any function λ ∈ C(R ]−∞,θ] , R n ) with |λ| M. (ii) There are k ∈ R n >0 , and functions λ j ∈ C(R, R n ), j = 1, 2, which are bounded on every interval ]−∞, θ], θ ∈ R, and which satisfy λ 1 (t) λ 2 (t) and the inequalities
Then there exists a global solution y : R → R n of (2.1) satisfying y i (t i * ) = k i and
Similarly, in this way we can give a generalization of Theorem 2.3.
Theorem 2.5. Let us suppose that:
(i) For any M 0 there exists a constant K, with 
Then there exists a left semi-global solution
y : ]−∞, t 0 ] → R n of (2.1) satisfying y i (t i * ) = k i and I i T (k, t * , λ 1 )(t) y i (t) I i T (k, t * , λ 2 )(t) for t < t i * , I i T (k, t * , λ 2 )(t) y i (t) I i T (k, t * , λ 1 )(t) for t > t i * for i = 1,
Applications

Global solutions of a linear scalar equation
Let us consider the existence and behavior of global solutions of delayed equations of the typė 
Summarizing the estimations above, we can finish the estimation of the expression (3.7) by
So condition (i) of Theorem 2.1 is valid. Condition (ii) follows from the inequalities (3.2), (3.3). Finally, condition (iii) follows directly from the definition of operator T given by the relation (3.6). The inequalities (3.4) and (3.5) follow from (2.6) and (2.7). 2
Semi-global solutions of a nonlinear system
Let us consider existence of solutions on interval ]−∞, 0] of nonlinear systeṁ 
Concluding remarks and open questions
Presented investigation is close to investigation of so-called special solutions as certain global solutions of delayed differential systems (e.g., [14] [15] [16] ).
The following questions were not answered in the given paper and, it seems, they are interesting topics for continuation of presented investigation: 
